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The Professional Development Committee has sponsored 5 workshops this year with 110 attendees. These included technology workshops presented by members of the Tech committee, and the Extension Workshop, presented by Beth Hanlon entitled the Recipe for 90%… Keeping it in the target language

Jonathan Harris and Becky Shick will be representing OFLA at the CSCTFL Extension Workshop. They will extend the workshop in different regions in Ohio in the fall.

Lucas Hoffman represented CSCTFL at the LILL (Leadership Initiative for Language Learning) in Columbus this past summer. He is planning to present at both OFLA and CSCTFL about Core Topics in world languages.

The committee surveyed its members and has identified the following three key topics for future workshops: Staying in the target language, Differentiated instruction, and Teaching Grammar Inductively. We will also be sponsoring two Technology workshops.

We will continue to offer Ashland Graduate Credit for those who participate in 15 hours of workshops.

Respectfully submitted by Martha Halemba